Earth System science (ESS) developed in the 1980s as a paradigmatic endeavour aimed at understanding the Earth as a complex system, intersecting disciplines such as physics, geology, atmospheric science, ecology, and biology. In recent years, Earth System scientists have strongly argued for the integration of human dynamics in analysis and modelling. The awareness of the growing impact of human societies and the effects of industrial activities on the global environment has given rise to concepts such as the Anthropocene, planetary boundaries, tipping points and the Great Acceleration 1 . These notions explain how human societies have interfered with the Earth's functioning, driving the planet away from relatively stable Holocene conditions. As concepts such as the Anthropocene take hold in scientific discourses and practices, attempts to reconstruct the intellectual legacy of ESS have emerged; yet, the list of sources is far more comprehensive than presently believed. In a time in which ESS reaches out to the humanities and the social sciences to reflect on its history, attempts to rediscover forgotten genealogies have great value.
Scientists' canonized histories
The roots of Earth System thinking are usually compressed within the second half of the 20th century. ESS is often recognized as a product of the Cold War, a time marked by military operations in which global nuclear treaties shaped the conversation about the geosphere and its resilience. However, this interpretation has burdened discussions of planetary thinking with the weight of geopolitical tensions, security and environmental diplomacies, narrowing the spectrum of other potential discourses. Historians and epistemologists may offer a more nuanced and differentiated picture of ESS's scientific and intellectual roots. Indeed, an idea of the Earth as a complex of mutually dependent and interacting parts had been already put forward in the early 20th century. Tektology 2 -proposed by A. Bogdanov in the 1910soffers one such example of insightful approaches to understand human-environment relations that is presently outside of historical reconstructions of Earth System thinking. Bogdanov suggests that life and Earth constitute one complex system; CO 2 interactions form the basis of complementary correlations between life, the biosphere, atmosphere and hydrosphere, and a series of convergences and divergences lead to changing structural relationships between these components. Human history is part of the overall tektological organization responsible for the current and future stability of the Earth. Contemporary concepts such as tipping elements and their domino effects resemble the tektological idea of "chain of connections" employed to make sense of the entangled processes of re-organization that follow critical events in a system. Thus, past ideas produced a similar understanding of similar processes in different historical contexts. However, there are many other concepts that remain unexplored, which may offer insight into current and future changes.
The work of biophysicist A. Chizhevsky, Physical Factors of the Historical Process 3 (1914), for example, may provide interesting observations into the relationships between physical and social aspects, echoing recent research directions of ESS such as the co-evolution of the human technosphere and planetary regulation. Stemming from the assumption that the physical, social, and intellectual activity of humanity is not independent from the physico-chemical activity of nature, Chizhevsky proposed that considerable events in human history and civilisation (for example, revolutions and mass movements) were related to solar energy: the historiometric cycle. Chizhevsky did not claim that solar energy governs history: humanity has free will that must comply with most ethical pathways. However, such relationships between solar energy and social historical processes can serve to expand our understanding of the general principles underlying the coupled history of the human and the Earth System.
Cultural biogeochemical energy
While some relevant historical works may have been omitted from contemporary thinking, at least so far, several have been acknowledged. V. Vernadsky, for example, is considered integral to inspiring Earth System thinking: his conceptualization of the biosphere laid the foundations for global ecology (which is the most interesting antecedent to ESS but still lacks scientific recognition in the geosciences), and of Lovelock's Gaia hypothesis. However, his work extended far beyond these considerations, and can still offer important insight into ESS.
Genealogies of Earth System thinking
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In the first half of the 20th century , the Earth was already envisioned as a system of interacting parts intertwined with human cultural evolution. Historical sources of Earth Systems thinking can still be relevant in light of current and future trajectories, and may offer insights to inform and rethink present-day discourses and strategies. As well as conceptualising the biosphere, Vernadsky was responsible for the generation of a new interdisciplinary scientific framework intersecting living and non-living components of the Earth's surface: he called this biogeochemistry. The intersection was termed 'living matter' , describing a biogeochemical flow that shapes the Earth's geology and ecosystems. When living matter interacts with human systems, it becomes 'cultural biogeochemical energy' , modifying global living systems at unprecedented scales, as observed during the agricultural revolution 4 . Vernadsky developed a close understanding of these profound socio-economic and Earth System transformations, proposing the notion of the Noosphere (from the Ancient Greek word νοῦς, intellect) in the 1920s to encapsulate the accelerated changes seen in the Earth System. At this time, human activity, with its multiple cultural, social, economic and scientific elements, became a powerful biogeochemical force on the Earth. These concepts are reminiscent of the Great Acceleration notion and the resulting Anthropocene model that would emerge later in the 20th century 5 .
The biosphere and the Earth System Early 20th-century biosphere studies are a further rich historical source to trace back the roots of contemporary Earth System thinking. The idea of the biosphere and its formalization into the discipline of global ecology incorporated the awareness of global change and the impact imposed by human societies on the global environment, as would feature in ESS decades later. With the emergence of ESS, however, global ecology and biosphere studies became marginalised. As soon as the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) arrived as a revolutionary and ground-breaking endeavour, the biosphere notion became outmoded as it was believed it could not stand the technological advances made possible by the new Earth observation technologies. International initiatives such as the UNESCO Man and Biosphere Programme (which launched in 1972 to study the human-made transformation of the biosphere and its subsystems), do not feature among the progenitors of ESS (as the International Geophysical Year and the IGBP did). This rhetoric based on novelty and interdisciplinarity was not followed by a clear scheme of cooperation in international environmental research 6 .
The notion of an Earth System therefore replaced that of a global biosphere, and ESS became the dominant paradigm against global ecology. This genealogy has left many aspects outside the mainstream narrative, and one of them was the human dimension. For example, ESS developed a quite "mechanistic" understanding of the Earth System, portrayed by the 1986 Bretherton diagram, which displayed humanity and its impact on Earth system processes as quite peripheral, on the side of the diagram.
The Earth of human making While ESS was announced as a truly interdisciplinary programme, it developed with a divisive line between the natural sciences and the humanities. Contemporary efforts, however, encourage and necessitate inclusion from diverse subject areas -including the humanities and social sciences -to facilitate a more integrated and co-evolutionary study of the Earth System. Against this backdrop, more solid collaboration between disciplines is required to realize the level of transdisciplinarity needed to tackle the ESS problem and rethink science in the Anthropocene 7 .
As demonstrated here, it is prudent to rediscover and reassess what has been neglected in literature. Going beyond canonized histories provides an opportunity to generate new knowledge and recalibrate current discourses. Philosophy, epistemology and the history of ideas may contribute new ontologies of the Earth System. For example, rediscovering the roots of the biosphere and global ecology can serve to reorient ESS discourses toward a more explicit focus on the co-evolution of life and the physical regulation of the planet, while concepts such as cultural biogeochemistry and the Noosphere steer ESS discourses towards a unifying pathway with Anthropocene discourses. In view of current ambitions towards the "grand integration" of the human dimension within the biophysical dimension, it is more than ever important to stretch the scope of the concepts and narratives at our disposal across time and space.
